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This paper presents a large solid angle measurement of the positive pion absorption cross section on4He and
its decomposition into partial channels. The total absorption cross sections at incident pion kinetic energies of
Tp1570, 118, 162, and 239 MeV are 3565, 5264, 5165, and 2762 mb, respectively. These values are
lower than those reported in some previous experiments. At all pion energies a large fraction of the absorption
cross section is due to multinucleon channels.@S0556-2813~98!03108-2#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Ls, 14.20.Gk

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of energy and momentum conservation, pion ab-
sorption is kinematically forbidden on a free nucleon and is
highly suppressed on a single nucleon in the nucleus. Thus,
in lowest order, pion absorption must take place on at least
two nucleons. Several experiments in the 1980’s have
shown, however, that a significant fraction of the absorption
cross section consists of events in which three or more nucle-
ons carry away a substantial amount of the energy@1,2#.

The study of pion absorption on few-body systems pro-
vides the most direct means of elucidating the reaction
mechanisms involved in multinucleon pion absorption. The
study of pion absorption on3He allows one to examine the
contribution from three-nucleon absorption~3NA!, in which
all three of the final state nucleons share the momentum and
energy of the incoming pion in a substantial way. Several
small solid angle, kinematically complete measurements on
3He in theD~1232! resonance region have reported that the
energy distribution of about one-quarter of the absorption
cross section appears consistent with three-nucleon phase
space@3–8#. Recent large solid angle measurements of the
pion absorption cross section on3He @9–12# have shown
that there is a significant, but not dominant, contribution to
the 3NA cross section from a process in which the pion
initially interacts with one of the nucleons@initial state inter-
action ~ISI!# before being absorbed on a deuteronlike pair.
The contribution from events in which there is a nucleon-
nucleon final state interaction~FSI! after the absorption of
the pion does not appear to be strong, and thus a large frac-
tion of the 3NA cross section remains unexplained.

Although the experimental facts surroundingp1 absorp-
tion on 3He in the resonance region are now fairly well

established, the reaction on that nucleus is restricted to the
one final state with three protons. Thus, for the investigation
of the nature of multinucleon absorption, the reaction on4He
is more representative of the situation in heavier nuclei,
while still being reasonably simple. Specifically, in4He ab-
sorption onT51 nucleon pairs is possible in 2NA and the
T51/2 final state is accessible in 3NA; in addition the four-
nucleon absorption reaction~4NA! is possible, a channel
which has been suggested could be strong@13,14#. Further-
more, the much increased nuclear density might also enhance
dynamics not favored in3He. Finally, 4He may be the heavi-
est nucleus where it is possible to completely define experi-
mentally the kinematics of most of the final states. Under-
standing pion absorption processes in4He is, however, more
complicated compared to the case of3He partly because of
the possibility of deuteronic final states.

The absorption reaction on4He is less well understood
than that on3He, and even the data on the total absorption
cross section do not agree well@15–19#. A study of the con-
tributions of partial absorption cross sections to the total has
been reported by one small solid angle experiment at 118
MeV @19#, using large extrapolations of the measured distri-
butions, while other experiments@20–24# have provided
some partial cross sections at several energies. In this paper
we report a measurement of the totalp1 absorption cross
section on4He and its decomposition into channels accord-
ing to the number of participating nucleons and the final
state, for incident positive pion kinetic energies of 70, 118,
162, and 239 MeV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out at thepM1 channel at the
Paul Scherrer Institute~PSI!, using the Large Acceptance
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Detector System~LADS!. This detector was designed to
study multiparticle states following pion absorption, and its
large solid angle and low energy threshold allowed the de-
termination of the integrated cross sections with only small
extrapolations of the measured distributions. For the case of
4He, it was possible to completely reconstruct the kinematics
of the final state for most absorption reaction channels.

As it is described in detail elsewhere@25#, only general
aspects of the detector are summarized here. The LADS de-
tector was cylindrical in shape with an active volume 1.6 m
long. It consisted of 28DE2E2E plastic scintillator tele-
scopes packed closely together to form a cylinder. Photomul-
tipliers were mounted on both ends of the scintillators allow-
ing the determination of the time-of-flight for detected
particles. To increase the total solid angle coverage, annular
endcap detectors with entrance and exit holes for the beam
were inserted at each end of the cylinder. The solid angle
coverage of the detector was 98% of 4p. Two coaxial cylin-
drical wire chambers provided tracking information for
charged particles with an angular resolution of about 1° and
a vertex resolution of 1 mm. The energy threshold for de-
tected charged particles was roughly 20 MeV and the energy
resolution for charged particles was 3–5 % full width at half
maximum~FWHM!. Neutrons, detected with a probability of
roughly 35% for energies above 12 MeV, were distinguished
from photons by time-of-flight. Neutron azimuthal and polar
angles were determined within67°. The target used in the
experiment consisted of a 4 cmdiameter, 25.7 cm long car-
bon fiber cell with walls of 0.5 mm thickness, containing
4He at a pressure of 100 bar.

The incident beam was defined using plastic scintillator
detectors which counted individual pions; these were identi-
fied by time-of-flight and pulse-height analysis. A 2 cm di-
ameter counter 50 cm upstream of the target center defined
the size of the beam, and sets of counters upstream of LADS
ensured that only single incident particles were counted as
valid beam pions. From a total incident flux of about
33106/sec, the defined beam rate was typically 13105/sec.
Events were classified in the trigger logic according to the
number of charged and neutral particles detected in LADS in
coincidence with a valid incident pion. The various event
types were then prescaled individually according to the phys-
ics interest of the information they contained.

III. EXTRACTION AND NORMALIZATION
OF THE DATA

A. Extraction of absorption events

To determine the absorption cross sections, the events
originating from the target gas were first selected and those
from nonabsorption reactions removed. The reconstructed in-
teraction vertex position was used to eliminate events from
the target end walls, while data from empty target runs were
used to subtract those from the cylindrical target walls. The
magnitude of the empty target subtraction varied with the
beam energy and the numbers of particles detected, but was
typically less than 5%. Events containing charged pions were
removed from the sample by time-of-flight anddE/dx vs E
particle identification techniques, reducing the charged pion
contamination to typically less than 2%. After the application
of cuts on the missing mass, missing momentum, and miss-

ing energy, contamination by events containing neutral or
charged pions was reduced to an insignificant level. More
detailed information on the procedure used for the extraction
of pion absorption events can be found in Refs.@26–29#.

B. Normalization

Once the absorption events were isolated, the measured
raw counts were normalized to the number of incident pions
and target scatterers to yield a raw cross section. The number
of incident pions was counted by the beam defining counter.
Corrections were made to account for contamination in the
beam, for the number of pions lost through decay or reac-
tions before reaching the target, and for pions missing the
target. The largest systematic uncertainty in the determina-
tion of the beam normalization resulted from this last correc-
tion. It was measured by examining the radial distribution of
events from the air upstream and downstream of the target,
and the uncertainty in this correction ranged between 3 and
12 %. The number of target scatterers was determined from
measurements of the pressure and temperature of the target.
The areal density of the target was typically 4.531022

nuclei/cm2, and was known with an uncertainty of 1%. In
addition, various combinations of charged and neutral par-
ticles in the detector were prescaled in the trigger to enhance
events of physics interest over background. A correction for
this was applied for each trigger type to yield the raw cross
section@26–29#. The reliability of the extraction and normal-
ization procedures was verified by a measurement of the well
known pion absorption cross section on deuterium.

IV. ANALYSIS

The goal of the analysis discussed here was to provide
total and partial absorption cross sections, the latter classified
according to which particles participated in the reaction. Par-
ticipating particles were usually emitted with high momenta,
while spectators had momentum distributions consistent with
those found in the ground state of the4He nucleus. Since the
final state momentum distributions of the partial cross sec-
tion classes overlapped each other kinematically, the decom-
position of the final states into these classes was done with
the help of reaction models. The final state distributions gen-
erated from these models were fit to the data, and the partial
cross sections for the entire kinematic region were deter-
mined. The reaction models used will be described in Sec.
IV C. Before describing the data analysis it is useful to
clarify the meaning of terms that will be used.

A. Classification and nomenclature

For thep1- 4He absorption reaction there are three pos-
sible final states:pppn, ppd, and p3He. The cross section
for absorption leading to thep3He final state is small~see,
e.g., Ref.@19#! and will not be considered further here. Com-
ponents of the two other final states are then distinguished
here according to the following.

~i! The ‘‘physics channel,’’ a classification of a final state
according to the particles which have participated in the ab-
sorption reaction, which are the partial cross sections given
in this paper. Physics channels are denoted in this paper us-
ing parentheses. Thus an event in which particlesa and b
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participated, while particlec was only a spectator, belongs to
the (ab)c physics channel. The physics channels considered
in this analysis are (pp)pn, (pp)d, (pn)pp, (ppp)n,
(ppn)p, (pppn), (pd)p, and (ppd).

~ii ! The ‘‘detected channel,’’ a classification according to
the number of particles detected in the experiment. These are
denoted in boldface. An event in which only three protons
were detected would be classified as being in the (ppp)n
detected channel. Because of the low energy threshold and
large solid angular acceptance of the LADS detector there is
a strong correspondence between the detected channels and
the number of participating and spectating particles. Partici-
pants tend to be above the detector threshold and spectator
particles tend to be below it. For example, the (ppp)n de-
tected channel is largely populated by the (ppp)n physics
channel, with some contribution from (pp)pn, (ppn)p, and
(pppn).

~iii ! The ‘‘selected channel,’’ a subset of one or more
detected channels, in which certain kinematic conditions
have been imposed to enhance the importance of one or
more physics channels in the selected data. Selected channels
are denoted by square brackets. Thus the selected channel
@ppp# consists of those parts of the detected channels
(ppp)n and (ppp)n where all the protons have more than 30
MeV and the neutron momentum is less than 250 MeV/c.
The imposed kinematic cuts selectively enhance the frac-
tional contribution from (ppp)n so that it dominates the se-
lected channel. The specific definition of each of the selected
channels is given in Sec. IV B.

B. Selected channels

As mentioned above, for the determination of the cross
section of the physics channels, selected channels were de-
fined which enhanced the fraction of one or two physics
channels. This resulted in kinematic distributions dominated
by these one or two physics channels, which was particularly
useful in the comparison with models used in the analysis to
simulate these channels. The selected channels used in the
analysis are summarized below.

Selected@pp#. This contained events from the detected
(pp)pn/d channels, where the missing momentum was less
than 250 MeV/c and a cut was placed requiring the sum of
the two proton energies to be roughly 50 MeV above the
incident pion kinetic energy. In addition, the opening angle
between the two protons was required to be greater than
140° in their center of mass system.

Selected@ppp#. This contained events from the detected
(ppp)n and (pppn) channels, with each proton having at
least 30 MeV kinetic energy, and the invariant missing mass,
always calculated from the momenta of the three protons,
being equal to the neutron mass. The momentum of the neu-
tron was also always reconstructed from the momenta of the
three protons, and was required to be less than 250 MeV/c.

Selected@ppn#. This contained events from the detected
(ppn)p channel, with each detected proton having at least 30
MeV kinetic energy. The magnitude of the neutron momen-
tum and the momentum vector of the undetected proton were
reconstructed from the momenta of the detected protons and
the direction of the neutron. The reconstructed neutron en-
ergy was required to be greater than 30 MeV and the mo-

mentum of the undetected proton less than 250 MeV/c.
Selected@pppn#. This contained events satisfying the

same requirements as those in the@ppp# channel, except that
the reconstructed neutron momentum was above 250 MeV/c.

Selected@ppd#. This contained events from the detected
(ppd) channel, with a cut requiring the sum of the kinetic
energies to be roughly 50 MeV larger than the kinetic energy
of the incident pion.

Selected@pd#. This contained events from the detected
(pd)p channel, with a cut requiring the sum of the measured
kinetic energies to be roughly 35 MeV above the incident
pion kinetic energy, and with the missing momentum of the
undetected proton required to be under 200 MeV/c. The
missing momentum cut was chosen to be 50 MeV/c lower
than that used to define spectators in other selected channels
to eliminate contamination in the data attributable top-d
knockout from4He in which the deuteron is detected and the
pion absorbed in the scintillator.

The raw cross sections for each of the selected channels at
each measured energy are shown in Table I. The differences
between the raw cross sections given here and the final re-
sults given in Table II~Sec. V! indicate the combined size of
the corrections to the data for inefficiencies and extrapola-
tions due to missing solid angle and particles being below
threshold.

C. Simulations and fits to the data

To obtain the partial and total absorption cross sections
from the raw cross sections, Monte Carlo simulations of the

TABLE I. The raw cross sections~in mb! in the six selected
channels. These are the cross sections before any acceptance cor-
rections or decompositions into physics channels are performed.

Selected channel 70 MeV 118 MeV 162 MeV 239 MeV

@pp# 14.6 18.7 16.5 5.3
@ppp# 0.6 1.3 2.3 1.7
@ppn# 0.6 1.2 1.8 1.0

@pppn# 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.9
@pd# 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.1

@ppd# 1.2 2.1 2.1 0.8

Total 18.7 24.9 24.3 10.0

TABLE II. Decomposition of the total absorption cross section,
according to the reaction participants. The results for
(ppp)n, (ppn)p, and (pppn) are taken from Ref.@39#. All cross
sections are in mb.

Physics channel 70 MeV 118 MeV 162 MeV 239 MeV

(pp)d/pn 19.963.2 28.462.6 24.162.5 10.961.0
(ppp)n 2.060.7 3.860.5 5.960.7 4.360.4
(ppn)p 7.261.3 9.861.3 10.961.4 6.060.7
(pppn) 0.660.3 1.760.2 1.760.5 2.260.2
(pd)p 2.560.4 2.560.2 2.160.2 0.860.1
(ppd) 2.260.3 4.160.3 4.260.4 1.560.1
(pn)pp 0.660.3 1.860.9 1.660.8 0.960.4

Total 3565 5264 5165 2762
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data were performed. The inputs to these simulations were
models of various absorption processes, together with a de-
scription of the detector including all inefficiencies, thresh-
olds, and geometrical acceptances@26,28#. The partial cross
sections were determined by fits of the modeled absorption
processes to the data. The relative contributions of these
modeled processes to the detected cross sections, folded with
corrections for detector efficiency and acceptance limita-
tions, yielded the partial cross sections.

In this analysis only a few absorption processes were
modeled, providing reasonable descriptions of the data. The
(pp)d and (pp)pn channels were modeled as 2NA with
absorption occurring on a quasideuteron inside the4He
nucleus, using Ritchie’s parametrization@30# of absorption
on a deuteron, with either a spectatord or spectatorpn pair
~using single nucleon and deuteron momentum distributions
calculated by Schiavilla@31#!. For the other channels the
simplest models consistent with the data were used, since the
corrections for inefficiencies and acceptances were generally
not strongly sensitive to the model assumption. This insensi-
tivity was also the case for the separation of events into the
different physics channels~i.e., the partial cross sections
given here!.

The four-body final state channels (ppp)n, (ppn)p, and
(pppn) were modeled using four-nucleon phase space dis-
tributions, with additional weights for the first two such that
the spectators had the single particle momentum distribution
of 4He. These were additionally weighted with the Jost en-
hancement functionsFpp andFpn @32–34# to account for the
effects of soft final state interactions@35–37# with standard
parametrizations of the effective range and scattering length
@38#, as described in Ref.@12#. The agreement between the
energy distributions obtained from the data and the simple

models was in general good. Some deviations were, how-
ever, seen between the simple phase space distributions and
the observed angular distributions. Because of the large solid
angle covered by the experiment, extrapolations due to miss-
ing solid angle were small.

For the multinucleon channels involving a deuteron in the
final state, the generators were empirically modified to give
distributions matching those observed experimentally. The
(pd)p channel was modeled as 2NA followed by neutron
pickup by an exiting proton, with the remaining proton as a
spectator. In the data, deuterons appeared preferentially
backward and so an additional weighting of the simulation
by their angular distributions was required in order to obtain
a reasonable description. Similarly, the (ppd) three-body
phase space distributions were modified by an additional
weight to take into account the peaking of the deuteron en-
ergy toward lower energies which was observed in the data.

After generation according to the various models, the par-
ticles were tracked through a simulation of the detector
which included realistic resolutions and the digitization of
outputs of various detector components. The simulated data
were then run through the same analysis program used to
analyze the experimental data, and identical cuts were ap-
plied to both. The simulations and the experimental data
were thus subject to the same thresholds, geometrical accep-
tance effects, reaction losses, efficiencies for particle detec-
tion and identification, and wire chamber and software re-
construction inefficiencies@26,28#. The uncertainty on the
cross section determination associated with using the Monte
Carlo simulation for these corrections was assessed by com-
parison with selected data samples in which the kinematics
was overdetermined. This uncertainty was estimated to be
about 6%.

The relative strengths of the seven different physics pro-
cesses were determined by simultaneous fits to kinematic
distributions from the six selected channels, with the normal-

FIG. 1. The missing mass reconstructed from two observed pro-
tons in the selected@pp# channel. The dark solid line is the data, the
hatched distribution is the sum of the fitted Monte Carlo distribu-
tions. The dashed line is the contribution from (pp)d and the light
solid line the contribution from (pp)pn. The vertical line indicates
the deuteron mass and the arrow thepn end point. The yield has not
been corrected for detector acceptance and losses, nor for the ef-
fects of the kinematic cuts applied.

FIG. 2. The polar angleu of the two protons from the selected
@pp# channel in thep-d center-of-mass system. The dark solid line
is the data, the hatched histogram the sum of the fitted Monte Carlo
distributions. The yields have not been corrected for detector accep-
tance and losses, nor for the effects of the kinematic cuts applied.
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izations of the seven processes as free parameters. The si-
multaneous fit was performed over three different histogram
sets for the selected channels, including both one and two-
dimensional histograms. The histograms in the various sets
included among other things the sum of the energies of the
detected particles, the missing momenta, the energy and
angle distributions of the particles, opening angles, and
energy-angle correlations.

The analysis was repeated on the three histogram sets
with three different thresholds defining the selected channels.
Kinetic energy thresholds, missing mass, and total energy
cuts were raised and lowered by 10 MeV and missing mo-
mentum thresholds were varied by650 MeV/c from the
central values defining the selected channels as given in Sec.
IV B. The average value obtained from the simultaneous fits
with different histogram sets and thresholds was taken as the
result for the contribution from each physics channel. The
uncertainty associated with the fitting procedure was esti-
mated from the variation of the results obtained under the
different conditions. For a given quantity, it was taken to be
the standard deviation of the results obtained from the nine
simultaneous fits. Figures 1 –10 show one-dimensional kine-
matic distributions for the selected channels as an indication
of the quality of the fits to the data.

D. Estimate of „pn…pp absorption

The relatively weak (pn)pp absorption channel was not
well measured; because of large background at the trigger
level, candidate events were strongly suppressed by prescal-
ing. For this reason, the (pn)pp channel was not included in
the global fit procedure and we were only able to make rough
estimates of its contribution.

Events were selected in which there was a proton with a
kinetic energy of at least 100 MeV, a neutron, and no pho-
ton. Using the momentum and angle information of the pro-
ton and the angle information from the neutron, the momen-

FIG. 3. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
three protons for the selected@ppp# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
three protons for the selected@pppn# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
two protons from the selected@ppn# channel, as in Fig. 2.
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tum of the neutron and the momentum of the unobserved
unboundpp system were reconstructed. The missing mo-
mentum of the unobservedpp pair was required to be below
300 MeV/c to obtain the selected@pn# channel. Contribu-

tions determined from the simultaneous fit of the physics
channels to the selected@pn# channel were subtracted. The
resulting cross section was extrapolated over unmeasured re-
gions, assuming that the angular distribution of (pn)pp ab-

FIG. 6. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
neutron from the selected@ppn# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
deuteron for the selected@pd# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 8. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distribution of the
proton in the selected@pd# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 9. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
deuteron for the selected@ppd# channel, as in Fig. 2.
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sorption is roughly the same as (pp)pn absorption, and then
multiplied by a factor of 3 to take into account in a rough
manner the neutron detection efficiency. The uncertainty in
the estimate of (pn)pp was taken as half its value. The
resulting cross section obtained in this analysis is consistent
with the measured cross section of 1.8560.52 mb at 118
MeV of Ref. @19# for p2 absorption on4He leading to an
energeticpn pair.

V. RESULTS

A. Total and partial absorption cross sections

The total pion absorption cross sections were determined
from the global fit to the data~the quality of which is shown
in Figs. 1–10!. The results are shown in Fig. 11 along with
the world data set, and the result of aD-hole model calcula-
tion @40# scaled by an arbitrary factor of 0.75. The present
measurement at 118 MeV is in good agreement with that of
Steinacheret al. @19#, but is lower than the measurement of
Baumgartneret al. @18#. The experiment of Ref.@18# mea-
sured the pion absorption cross section by subtraction of the
cross section in which a charged pion was detected in the
final state from the published total pion scattering cross sec-
tions @41#. Since neutral pions were not detected, this deter-
mination of the absorption cross section required an estimate
of the single charge exchange cross section; this has recently
been measured at 160 MeV@42# and found to be 5.5 mb
larger than the estimate used in Ref.@18# at 170 MeV. How-
ever, even if the results of Ref.@18# are adjusted for this
difference they remain higher than the total absorption cross
sections presented here.

Based largely on Ref.@18# it had been previously sug-
gested @43,44# that the total absorption cross section in-
creased dramatically from3He to 4He, possibly signaling the
onset of a new absorption process available only in heavier
nuclei. The results presented here exclude the possibility of
such a dramatic rise.

The partial absorption cross sections for the various phys-
ics channels are presented in Table II. These cross sections
were corrected for all detector inefficiencies, thresholds, and
acceptance cuts. We have previously reported@39# precise
values for thepppn final state cross sections using more
detailed models than those discussed here. These results are
given in Table II for the four-body multinucleon channels
@(ppp)n, (ppn)p, and (pppn)#. The agreement obtained
for the cross section in thepppn final state in the current
global analysis, and that of Ref.@39# and in Table II, is
within the quoted uncertainties~see Sec. V B!. The uncer-
tainties in the total and partial cross sections were obtained
by combining in quadrature the fit procedure uncertainty and
the normalization uncertainty, except for the (pn)pp channel
where a 50% uncertainty was assigned as described above.

B. Two-nucleon absorption

An overwhelming fraction of the cross section in the se-
lected @pp# channel comes from the 2NA process, which
was simulated with the (pp)d and (pp)pn generators. The
resolution of the missing mass in the experiment was not
sufficient to separate events with a spectator deuteron from
those with an unboundpn pair, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

The imposed requirement that the missing momentum be
less than 250 MeV/c causes the missing mass of the un-
boundpn pair to peak near thepn endpoint, as can also be
seen in the figure. Although it is apparent from the figure that
the 2NA reaction preferentially leaves a deuteron spectator,
it is also clear that the fraction with apn pair spectator
cannot be determined reliably with this method. It does,
however, appear that the contribution from 2NA with an un-
bound spectatorpn pair is relatively weak.

FIG. 10. The laboratory kinetic energy andu distributions of the
two protons for the selected@ppd# channel, as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 11. The total absorption cross section on4He.
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Figure 2 shows that the result of the simultaneous fit to all
channels gives a good description of the selected@pp# data.
Nevertheless, the separation between the (pp)pn and other
pppn final states is not secure with the resolution of this
experiment. The cross sections for thepppn final states
given in Table II are taken from Ref.@39# and differ slightly
from those determined by the fits in this analysis. Hence the
2NA cross sections given here are those required for internal
consistency between the total absorption cross section deter-
mined here and all other partial cross sections.

Figure 12 shows the absorption cross sections attributed
to 2NA with either ad or pn pair spectator, along with the
results from previous measurements@19,22,23#. The LADS
measurement is in agreement with the existing data and the
2NA cross section is roughly 2.5 times the total absorption
cross section on deuterium. The relative contribution of 2NA
to the total absorption cross section falls as a function of
energy from roughly 2/3 below the resonance to less than 1/2
well above the resonance. The falloff of the 2NA fraction of
the total absorption cross section as a function of energy is
consistent with absorption results obtained on heavier nuclei
@45–51#, which show a steady decrease as the incident en-
ergy rises. A similar behavior was observed in3He with the
2NA fraction falling from 86% at 70 MeV to 61% at 330
MeV @12#.

C. Multinucleon absorption into four-body final states

The pppn non-2NA absorption is comprised of three
physics channels, two with one spectator nucleon, (ppp)n
and (ppn)p, and one in which all four nucleons participated,
(pppn). Figures 3–6 show the quality of the global fits in
these channels. The sharp spikes at forward and backward
angles in the neutron angular distributions come from the
segmentation of the counters in the endcap region, and are
reproduced by the simulation. The phase space representa-
tions of (ppp)n, (ppn)p, and (pppn) appear to describe the
data rather well, given their simplicity. There is a systematic
tendency for the data to be more forward and backward
peaked than the simulations. In Ref.@39# it is shown that

agreement with the proton and neutron angular distributions
can be improved by taking into account the orbital angular
momentum of the incident pion@52#. Inclusion of ISI in the
simulations of Ref.@39# also improved the agreement with
the energy distributions, in particular for the@ppp# channel
at 239 MeV. However, for the integral quantities reported
here, the discrepancies between the distributions obtained
from the simple models and the data are not important.

The amount of cross section attributable to thepppnfinal
state is shown in Fig. 13. The cross section measured at 118
MeV by Steinacheret al. @19# is shown for comparison. The
two channels in which three nucleons participate show reso-
nancelike peaking~see Table II!, and contribute the majority
of the strength in thepppn final state. The (ppn)p process
appears to dominate over the (ppp)n process. As discussed

FIG. 12. The 2NA strength in pion absorption on4He. FIG. 13. The energy dependence of the cross section attributable
to non-2NA processes leading to the four-body final statepppn.

FIG. 14. The energy dependence of the cross section attributable
to non-2NA processes leading to the three-body final stateppd.
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in Ref. @39#, the ratio of (ppn)p to (ppp)n is large at low
energies (3.661.2 at 70 MeV! and falls as the energy rises
(1.460.2 at 239 MeV!. If final state interactions~FSI! com-
prised the bulk of the multinucleon cross section in this en-
ergy range then one could understand (ppn)p being larger
than (ppp)n and also the fall of the ratio with energy. How-
ever, in this energy regime one expectspN interactions, and
hence~ISI!, to dominate overNN interactions~FSI!. Initial
state interactions~ISI! should by isospin arguments favor the
(ppp)n channel over the (ppn)p channel, so that one may
conclude that the mechanisms which lead to these cross sec-
tions are not yet understood. The contribution from the
(pppn) process, in which all four nucleons participate, ap-
pears to be small and nearly independent of incident pion
energy, accounting for at most 18% of this yield at the high-
est energy. For a more detailed discussion of thepppn non-
2NA absorption channels see Ref.@39#.

D. Multinucleon absorption with a deuteron in the final state

The non-2NA cross section in theppd final state consists
primarily of contributions from the (pd)p and (ppd) chan-
nels. Figures 7 and 8 show the energy and angular distribu-
tions of deuterons and protons in the selected@pd# channel,
and those of the selected@ppd# channel are shown in Figs. 9
and 10.

The distributions of the selected@pd# channel appear to
be consistent with absorption on a quasideuteron pair, fol-
lowed by the pickup of a neutron by one of the outgoing
protons. In such a picture the proton and deuteron are emit-
ted roughly back-to-back with the deuteron preferentially at
backward angles. The preference for the emission of the deu-
teron at backward angles can be qualitatively explained as
being due to the smaller momentum transfer necessary for
the pick-up reaction at these angles.

The selected@ppd# channel~see Figs. 9 and 10! is some-
what more difficult to understand. The deuteron energy spec-
tra are peaked toward lower energies than one would expect
from simple phase space distributions, and the angular dis-
tributions of the deuterons become increasingly forward
peaked with increasing pion energy. These observations sug-
gest that the incoming pion initially scatters with a proton,
which picks up a neutron to form a deuteron, while the pion
is absorbed in the second step by the remainingpn pair. The
magnitude of this channel, however, is difficult to understand
as it is significantly larger than the reported cross section for
ISI without pickup@10–12,39#.

Another possible explanation for the deuteron’s energy
spectra being concentrated toward lower energies is that it is
the result of an extended spectator momentum distribution,

or that 2NA absorption tends to pick out portions of the wave
function in which the spectator has a high initial momentum
@53#. These arguments, however, are unable to explain the
forward peaking of the deuteron angular distribution. More
detailed comparisons with models are needed before a con-
clusion can be reached.

The cross section attributed to theppd final state is
shown in Fig. 14, again compared to the measurement of
Ref. @19#. The energy dependence of the (ppd) cross section
shows a broad resonancelike behavior, peaking somewhere
between 118 and 162 MeV, and accounts for between 5 and
8 % of the total absorption cross section. The cross section
attributable to the (pd)p process is slightly smaller, and falls
steadily with increasing incident pion energy.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a measurement of the total ab-
sorption cross section for the absorption of positive pions on
4He at 70, 118, 162, and 239 MeV. The total cross section
was also decomposed into channels according to the number
of participating nucleons and the final state. The largest con-
tribution to the total cross section is attributed to 2NA, the
contribution of which decreases as a function of energy from
2/3 of the total at 70 MeV to roughly 1/2 at 239 MeV.

The multinucleon absorption cross section was separated
into two final statespppn and ppd. The pppn final state
contribution to the total absorption cross section increases
from about 25 to 50 % from the lowest to the highest mea-
sured energy, while theppd final state contribution appears
to fall slightly as a function of energy from 13% of the total
absorption cross section at 70 MeV to 9% at 239 MeV.

While the measurement of the total absorption cross sec-
tion on 4He and its decomposition by number of spectators
provide useful constraints on the magnitude of possible
genuine multinucleon processes, the issue of whether the
large non-2NA yield can be explained solely by sequential
processes such as ISI and FSI remains unresolved. The ulti-
mate answer to this question may be found only by a com-
parison of the measured total and partial absorption cross
sections to realistic theoretical calculations.
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